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Marie Victoire Lemoine, *The interior of an atelier of a woman painter*, 1796
oil on canvas, 116.5 x 88.9 cm
Collection: Metropolitan Museum of Art, accession number 57.103
Photograph: © Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York
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Figure 10.1  Page 194. *Technische Mitteilungen*, nr. 134, (1891) Photograph: courtesy of the Netherlands Cultural Heritage Agency
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Figure 11.6  Pinhole formation seen from the reverse of a jute canvas covered with a chalk and glue ground layer

Figure 11.7a  Vincent van Gogh. *Self portrait with straw hat* (June 1886) Oil on canvas, 41.5 x 32.5 cm (h x w) Collection of the Van Gogh Museum (Van Gogh Foundation), Amsterdam. Photograph: © Van Gogh Museum (Van Gogh Foundation)
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Figure 13.1  Lead white flakes in a stack-process corrosion pot from the Schoonhoven factory
Archive of Old-Holland Classic Colours, Driebergen, Netherlands.
Photograph: © HART Project, De Mayerne Programme, Amsterdam
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Figure 14.2  SEM backscattered-electron image of a cross-section from the tile floor in Johannes ermeer’s The art of painting, c. 1666-8
Photograph: © Jaap Boon - JAAP Centre for Art Scientific Studies, Amsterdam and courtesy of the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna
Figure 14.3  Diffractogram with unwashed, water washed and vinegar washed lead white
Diffractogram: © Luc Megens, RCE
Figure 14.4a  SEM-backscattered electron image of stack process lead white ground in water. Paint prepared with poppy oil.
Image: © Luc Megens, RCE
Figure 14.4b  SEM-backscattered electron image of stack process lead white ground in vinegar. Paint prepared with poppy oil.
Image: © Luc Megens, RCE
Figure 14.5  Lead white and chalk with a drop of wine vinegar: gas bubbles have formed
Figure 14.6a  False-colour SEM backscattered electron image of paint made with lead white and chalk, water ground. Paint prepared with poppy oil.
Image: © Luc Megens, RCE

Figure 14.6b  False-colour SEM backscattered electron image of paint made with lead white and chalk, vinegar ground. Paint prepared with poppy oil.
Image: © Luc Megens, RCE

Figure 14.7a  SEM-backscattered electron image of a cross section from paint made with the most coarse part of the lead white: the deposit after decanting. Paint prepared with poppy oil.
SEM-BSE image: © Luc Megens, RCE

Figure 14.7b  SEM-backscattered electron image of a cross section from paint made with decanted lead white (first decanting). Paint prepared with poppy oil.
SEM-BSE image: © Luc Megens, RCE

Figure 14.8  Diffractogram demonstrating the shift in balance between cerussite and hydrocerussite caused by decanting
Diffractogram: © Luc Megens, RCE

Figure 15.1  P.P. Rubens, *The triumph of Rome: the youthful emperor Constantine honouring Rome* (c. 1622-3)
Oil on panel, 54 x 69 cm (h x w). Inv. 837, Royal Picture Gallery Mauritshuis, The Hague.
Photograph courtesy of the Royal Picture Gallery The Mauritshuis, The Hague.

Figure 15.2  Detail of Figure 15.1
Photograph courtesy of the conservation studio of the Royal Picture Gallery The Mauritshuis, The Hague

Figure 15.3  P.P. Rubens, *The ascent to Calvary. The bearing of the cross* (c. 1634)
Oil on panel, 104 x 78 cm (h x w). Inv. 1856, National Gallery of Denmark, Copenhagen
Photograph © SMK Photo

Figure 15.4  Detail of Figure 15.3
Photograph © SMK Photo

Figure 15.5  Reconstruction of turpentine oil thinned oil imprimatura

Figure 15.6a  Sample from reconstruction of imprimatura with goat’s skin glue, VIS image.
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